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PARDINI SLOVAKIA ON-LINE LEAGUE 2021/2022  
AIR PISTOL/AIR RIFLE  COMPETITION 

 
                                                                               PROPOSITIONS 

 
 
Dear Friends,  
 

The PARDINI Slovakia s.r.o is pleased to invite you to participate in the „ON-LINE  
LEAGUE 2021/2022  - AIR PISTOL/AIR RIFLE   Competition”.  
 
General information 

The on-line league competition is conducted at local competitions in each country, (see 
rules for detailed information.) For promotional reasons, there will be no entry fees for on-line 
part. For the life final is entry fee 25 euro. 
 
 
 
 
Organizer:                     PARDINI SLOVAKIA s.r.o. 
 
Technical support:                    PARDINI Slovakia Shooting Club and PARDINI SLOVAKIA s.r.o. 

 
Date of the event:                  1st Part of online competitions consists of five (5) competes online 

starting 11 October 2021 and finishing 19 December 2021 
2nd Part  of online competitions consists of five (5) competes 
online starting 3 January 2022 and finishing 13 March 2022  

                                          The Live Final match - by April 30, 2022. The date will be specified   
                                          in accordance with an actual pandemic situation development in  
                                                          2022. 
 
Venue:                          The online part of the competition will be organized in shooting 

clubs or home shooting ranges. The Final match – in city Martin, 
but the place can be changed and will be specified in accordance 
with an actual pandemic situation development in 2022. 
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Competition rules:        The ISSF / these propositions. 
 
Type of competition:            1.  The online league of individuals. 

2.  The online qualification for the championship of the Mixed           
      pairs - the top 30 from each  discipline will be nominated. 

 
Disciplines:                    Air Pistol – 40/60, Air Rifle – 40/60 
 
Categories:                     The each discipline one mixed team only (regardless of age and 

gender). The one shooter may shoot both Air Pistol and Air Rifle, 
but the same number of shots, the shooter may not shoot two rifle 
disciplines, or two pistol  disciplines. 

 
Participants:    Registration closing date:  no later than November 21st, 2021. The 

registration please send by email: strelci@strelcom.sk  
 
                                                          Legal basis for data processing – an each  competitor with his 

application gives the organizer consent to the processing of their 
personal data, including photos, publication of results  and the 
video recording of the course of the live final and its publication.   

 
Technical information:  1)  Electronic targets (targets of the Finnish company InBand are 

recommended, but not a condition) appropriate number of 
competition shots per 10 meters, with electronic output of the 
result in pdf format 
2)  Scatt electronic simulator (condition) for any distance up to 
10 meters, at a distance of less than 10 meters it is necessary to 
use a target reduced to the appropriate distance with electronic 
output of the result in pdf format 
3)  Paper target for 10 meters, for AirPistol five (5) shots to one 
target, for Air Rifle one shot to one target, paper targets must be 
evaluated using the mobile application TargetScan, with electronic 
output of the result in pdf format, photos of targets will not be 
accepted. https://targetshootingapp.com/ 

 
Time schedule:   The one (only) result sent for each compete round from Monday 

to the next Sunday and sent no later than Sunday 21:00 PM Slovak 
local time is accepted. Results sent after 21:00 PM will be included 
in to the next competition. The results achieved in regular 
competitions or other online competitions can also be calculated 
as results in an online competition.  
The shooters who take part in the competition later, their results 
will not be count  for final ranking of competitions due to a later 
entry into the competition. 

 
The first online part - 2021 schedule: 
Round 1:   11.10. - 24. 10. 2021 - send no later  24.10. 21:00 
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Round 2:   25.10. - 07. 11. 2021 - send no later  07. 11.      21:00 
Round 3:   08.11. - 21. 11. 2021 - send no later  21. 11.      21:00 
Round 4:   22.11. - 05. 12. 2021 - send no later  16. 11.      21:00 
Round 5:   06.12. - 19. 12. 2021 - send no later  12. 12.      21:00 
 
Second online part - 2022 schedule: 
Round 1:   03.01. - 16. 01. 2022 - send no later  16. 01.       21:00 
Round 2:   17.01. - 30. 01. 2022 - send no later  30. 01.       21:00 
Round 3:   31.01. - 13. 02. 2021 - send no later  13. 02.       21:00 
Round 4:   14.02. - 27. 02. 2022 - send no later  27.02.        21:00 
Round 5:   28.02. - 13. 03. 2022 -  send no later 13.03.        21:00 
 

                                                         The Final match - until April 30, 2022 or in accordance with the      
                                                          actual pandemic situation development.  
 
Weapons and ammunition,  targets:                                          

your own, according to Rules of the ISSF  
 
Sending of results:    (see time schedule)  
                                                      The shooter sends one round result no later than 21:00 on          
                                                      Sunday by e-mail to the address according to the selected   
                                                      discipline: 
                                                      ap40@onlineliga.sk  
                                                      ap60@onlineliga.sk  

ar40@onlineliga.sk  
    ar60@onlineliga.sk  
                                                                                                                                             

together with the attached PDF file with the evaluated result. The 
result will not be counted for the shooter without the attached 
PDF file. A file exported by an electronic target, Scatt or Target 
Scan may not be further modified. If the additional modification of 
the exported PDF file is demonstrated, the shooter will be 
excluded from the competition. 
 
In the case of a result from a regular competition, the shooter will 
send a copy of the result list with his results (e.g. photo from a 
mobile phone) and a link to the result list if it is published online, 
in such case it is not necessary to send a pdf file with targets. If the 
evaluation software does not evaluate the centre tens, a hit of 10.5 
and higher is calculated as the centre ten for air pistol, a hit of 10.2 
or higher is calculated as the centre ten for air rifle. 
 

Evaluation and results (processing):  
                                                          The results will be published continuously after each round.  

A competitors who participated in the World Championships,      
                                                           European Championships or World Cup in the air rifle or air pistol  
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event happened between 2018 and 2021 will be deducted 5                                                           
points from each result to ensure the fairness of the competition. 
Shooters whose will shoot all competition´s round in each part 
will be added one point into overall result of his part. 

                                                           The each online part will be evaluated separately by calculating                     
                                                           the average result from the two best and one worst results scored     
                                                           in each part. 

The overall result of the online part of the competition will be 
calculated as the average of the two best and one worst results 
scored in each part, i.e. a total of six results in both online parts. In 
case of the same number of points, the total number of center tens 
decides, if it does not decide, the lowest calculated result decides 
(the one who has a higher one wins the match). The final match 
will only take place if a total of at least 30 competitors in each of 
the 4 disciplines are evaluated in the competition. 

 
Protests:   In the online parts of the competition within one day after the 

publication of the result, only an error in entering the result in the 
result list is accepted as a protest. In the live final, protests 
according to the rules of ISSF with a deposit of 20 euros, which 
will not be returned if the protest is not accepted. 

 
Rewards:   The first three in each discipline in each of the online sections will 

receive a diploma. Shooters who complete all 10 rounds will 
receive a certificate of completion of the second online league 
competition in Slovakia. 
 
The winner mixed pair wins the PARDINI GPR1 air rifle and the 
PARDINI K12 air pistol, sponsored by PARDINI Armi Srl, the other 
pairs wins the prize in kind. 
All participants in the final will receive a participation diploma. 
 

Finals Match:  If the pandemic situation in 2022 allows it, the final match will be 
held in person. The top 30 shooters in each of the four disciplines 
will be nominated and advanced to the finals, with the overall 
winners of each 2021/2022 event being nominated for the live 
final even if they do not finish in 30th place in the same discipline 
they won in 2021/2022. If one of the nominated shooters does not 
participate in the final, he may be replaced by a substitute who 
will be next in line. 

                                                          The “key” which will be published after the end of the second 
online part (in order to avoid tactics in the position in the final 
ranking), will be mixed pairs (one pistol and one rifle shooter), 
regardless of club, age or gender, so that one member of the mixed 
pair will be from discipline 40 and the other from discipline 60. 

                                                           The mixed pairs will be divided into four groups (baskets) of 15 
pairs, a total of 60 mixed pairs. 
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                                                          Shooters can agree in advance to form a mixed pair in the final. In 
order for the shooters to form a mixed pair in the final they must 
meet the following conditions: the pairing agreement must be sent 
by both shooters to the organizer before sending the first result of 
both shooters, both shooters must be placed in their discipline in 
the overall ranking in 30th place, they must not be from one club 
(except for family couples, i.e. spouses, parent and child, 
grandparent and grandchild, siblings) and must shoot a 
combination of opposite disciplines (i.e. air rifle and air pistol) one 
for 60 competition shots and the other for 40 competition shots. If 
one shooter does not place 30th place in the overall ranking of his 
discipline from the pre-announced pair, the second shooter will 
advance to the finals as an individual and will be assigned to the 
pair according to the specified “key” valid for creating mixed pairs 
in the finals. The first four mixed pairs from the live final in Martin 
on Jun, 2021 have a fix nomination for the live final in 2022, if they 
participate in the online part and agree on a joint mixed pair in 
advance. In case of their absence, the shooters nominated for the 
live finals may be represented by substitutes from among the 
participants in the online part of the competition. 

                                                          The created mixed pairs will shoot 30 shots (each member of the 
pair) to decimal numbers in the first elimination round. After 
firing 30 shots, the result will be evaluated and the four best 
mixed pairs from each group (basket) will shoot another 20 shots 
(each member of the pair) in the second elimination round. After 
shooting the second elimination round (one) the best pair from 
each group (basket) will advance to the third elimination round 
where they will shoot another 10 shots (each member of the pair) 
and the result in the third round will determine which mixed pairs 
will shoot finals for gold and which for bronze. (according to ISSF 
rules for mixes.) The competition in the first and second 
elimination rounds are judged according to Article 6.15.1 of the 
ISSF rules, matches in the third round and in the final are decided 
by the KO shot, where each member of the mixed pair shoots one 
shot until the decision. 

 
Registration:   by email to:  strelci@strelcom.sk  
                                                          no later than November 21st, 2021, including sending at least one 

result by this specified date. Later entries will be accepted, but 
competitors will not be evaluated in the overall ranking. It is 
possible to send applications to several shooters with one email, 
e.g. from one club. The application must state the name and 
surname of the shooter, year of birth, club affiliation, the discipline 
that the shooter will shoot (it can be both Air rifle and Air pistol) 
throughout the competition, the disciple can choose the shooter, 
may not match his/her age, contact to the shooter, brand and the 
model of the weapon he will shoot, the make and type of devils he 
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uses for the race, the shooter's personal record of what type of 
target he will shoot at (electronic, SCATT or paper target 
evaluated using the TargetScan application) and contact to the 
shooter. If the shooter registers for both the air pistol and the air 
rifle, he must determine in the application in which discipline he 
will shoot to advance to the finals, one shooter cannot advance to 
the finals in two disciplines. 

 
Notice:   The organizer is not responsible for damages caused by 

participants in the competition during the competition or for 
damages caused by them. All copyrights associated with the 
organization  of the competition and the presentation of the 
competition to the public are the property of the organizer. 

 
Disclosure:   All information, the result lists will be published on the designed 

website www.strelcom.sk or  www.onlineliga.sk or another 
website created for the purposes of this competition. 

 
All rights and changes in the propositions are reserved and will be announced in advance. 
 
 
 
 
Bratislava,  21 September 2021                                                                    Peter MLYNARČÍK  

                                                                                                                Competition Director 
 
 
 
 
 


